The transonic buffet is a complex aerodynamic instability that appears on wings and airfoils at a high subsonic Mach number and/or angle of attack. It consists of a shock oscillation that induces pressure and notably lift fluctuations, thus limiting the flight envelope of civil aircraft. The aim of the present Paper is to improve the understanding of the flow physics of the three-dimensional transonic buffet over swept wings through the analysis and comparison of four different experimental databases. In particular, the objective is to identify characteristic values of the phenomenon such as Strouhal numbers, convection velocities, buffet onset, etc. It is shown that some dimensionless numbers are kept constant among the different databases and consequently can be considered as characteristics, whereas others change. The key factors in the understanding of the three-dimensional transonic buffet phenomenon lie in explaining common features but also the variability of transonic buffet characteristics in different configurations. In particular, it is shown that three-dimensional buffet is characterized by a Strouhal number in the range 0.2-0.3 and a spanwise convection velocity of 0.245 0.015U ∞ , where U ∞ denotes the freestream velocity. These characteristic ranges of frequencies are larger than those of the two-dimensional buffet phenomenon, which suggests different physical mechanisms. 
O N CIVIL aircraft, during cruise flight, a shock wave is present on the upper side of the wing. If the Mach number and/or the angle of attack is increased beyond a limit, a separation appears downstream of the shock. This separation leads to an instability of the shock-wave/boundary-layer interaction called transonic buffet. The shock position starts to oscillate in synchronization with the detachment/reattachment of the boundary layer, which results in large pressure fluctuations. If coupled with a structural mode, integral aerodynamic forces and moment fluctuations lead to structural vibrations of the entire wing, called buffeting. These vibrations can weaken the structure of the wings and in the worst case cause failure due to fatigue. Consequently, the buffet phenomenon limits the flight envelope of civil aircraft. During the wing design phase of an aircraft, buffet onset is evaluated just by empirical criteria (kink on the lift curve, divergence of the trailing edge pressure, etc.) and the experience coming from previous aircraft. In particular, the knowledge of the unsteady loads is a crucial point. Wind-tunnel tests on models at atmospheric conditions are generally not fully realistic because of the smaller Reynolds number, while the flight tests are complete but are available too late and are too expensive. This is the reason why computational fluid dynamics is gaining increasing importance. The objective of the aircraft manufacturers is to delay the value of buffet onset, which would lead to an improvement of aircraft aerodynamic performance (increase of the maximum takeoff weight, range, decrease of the wing area, etc.).
The first studies on buffet were conducted during and after World War II, when, thanks to technology evolution, aircraft reached transonic velocities. The aeronautical community started performing tests focused on a better understanding of transonic buffet in order to prevent potential structural damages and failure. Specifically, the tests were more focused on its control than on the understanding of the instability. The works really devoted to the understanding of the buffet physics were published only later and were first focused on two-dimensional (2D) airfoils. Actually, the phenomenon is not completely understood, and there are two main physical mechanisms to explain 2D transonic buffet. The first one, proposed by Lee [1] , consists of a self-sustained loop based on the coupling between the shock and the trailing edge (TE) through pressure waves (see Fig. 1 ). The shock generates pressure waves, which propagate downstream inside the boundary layer. These waves are scattered at the TE, generating new waves that travel backward outside the boundary layer up to the shock. The numerical studies of Deck [2] and Memmolo et al. [3] suggest that the waves propagating downstream are hydrodynamic waves while those propagating upstream are acoustic waves. Memmolo et al. describe all the possible acoustic rays displaying the right frequency, which are emitted at the TE and hit the shock front halfway of the sonic line. Deck and Xiao et al. [4] evaluated the propagation time from the shock wave to the TE; the value agrees well with the experimental one. The path of the closedloop model is not completely established; in some cases, upstream pressure waves were visualized even on the lower side of the airfoil [5] , which could suggest an alternative path for the closed loop. The second physical explanation comes from the stability analysis by Crouch et al. [6] , in which the buffet instability is explained through an unstable global mode. Unstable global modes are coherent spatiotemporal fluctuations. These are generated by a self-sustained process as well, but here the pressure fluctuations appear downstream of the shock foot and move upward around the shock [7] . An unstable global mode is not the only way to explain an instability. Even when the entire spectrum exhibits stable modes, the instability could be explained with a noise amplifier mechanism; the unsteadiness is then due to the selective response of the flow to environmental forcing. The stability analysis of Crouch et al. has been repeated by Sartor et al. [8] and Guiho [9] . The results show good agreement among them on the values of the buffet frequency, growth rate, and description of the phenomenon at different M − α values: the buffet onset, the well-established buffet, and the buffet exit. Memmolo et al., after proposing a precise path for Lee's model consistent with the buffet frequency, performed a filtering of the acoustic field and showed that the buffet instability is either highly localized around the shock as observed by Crouch et al. [7] or connected with the separation bubble dynamics. More recently, Timme and Thormann [10] performed a three-dimensional (3D) global stability analysis on a half wing/body configuration, by using the same approach as the one used by Crouch et al. [6] . The emergence of a weakly damped global mode is found in the range α 2-3 deg, but no unstable mode has been found. Indeed, this kind of analysis in three dimensions is very interesting because it gives the possibility of understanding if the 3D transonic buffet phenomenon is due to an unstable global mode like in two dimensions or if it comes from a different physical nature.
The different flow physics between 2D and 3D buffet has been pointed out by several authors (Reneaux et al. [11] , Roos [12] , Molton et al. [13] , and Dandois [14] ). The frequency spectrum of 2D transonic buffet exhibits a well-marked peak (Jacquin et al. [5] ), while the 3D spectrum is characterized by a broadband bump [12] . A dimensionless frequency, the Strouhal number, is introduced to compare results at different flow conditions and model sizes: St fL∕U ∞ with f the buffet frequency, U ∞ the freestream velocity, and L the reference length, which is normally the chord in two dimensions and the mean aerodynamic chord (MAC) in three dimensions. The typical value of the Strouhal number is around 0.2-0.6 in 3D buffet, while it is around 0.05-0.07 in two dimensions. This means that the buffet frequencies are four to ten times higher in three dimensions than in two dimensions. The shock oscillation amplitude in two dimensions is about ten times larger than in three dimensions: from 20 to 2% of the chord for a well-established buffet. Another difference is found at higher values of the Mach number or the angle of attack: the amplitude of the shock oscillation in 2D buffet decreases until reaching a steady state. This phenomenon is known as buffet offset [8, 15, 16] . Sugioka et al. [17] , Lawson et al. [18] , and Koike et al. [19] performed experimental tests at high M − α, but the same effect was not observed for the 3D buffet.
The early studies conducted on 3D configurations were mainly experimental. Hwang and Pi [20] presented an analysis of power spectral density (PSD) distributions obtained with unsteady pressure transducers during flight tests of a Northrop F-5A aircraft. The spectra showed a Strouhal number of about 0.23 for 3D buffet at well-established buffet conditions, but globally, the study was more focused on structural response. The description of the spectral content was then largely improved by Roos [12] for a high-aspect-ratio swept half-wing at Mach number 0.827 and an angle of attack of 11 deg. The heavy buffet regime presented a large bump in the pressure spectrum for the Strouhal number range 0.2-0.6. Eckstrom et al. [21, 22] presented a complete study of mean pressure coefficients and unsteady pressure signals for different Mach numbers but without the analysis of the spectral content. More recently, unsteady pressure-sensitive paint (PSP) has been successfully used by Steimle et [25] by using proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) of the PSP measurements as well as flow control by vortex generators (VGs). POD modes showed the dominant structures of the flow: the structural response of the model and the shock unsteadiness across the span. Furthermore, a convection velocity of 0.26U ∞ was found on the wing at the buffet frequency.
Two campaigns, analyzed in the present Paper, have already been presented in previous studies. Molton et al. [13] showed the spectral analysis and results of buffet control by VGs for the ONERA research project BUFET'N Co. Dandois [14] performed a complete analysis of BUFET'N Co and AVERT databases. He gave values for the buffet onset at different values of M − α and characterized the frequency spectra evolution in the chordwise and spanwise directions. By using different signal processing tools, the convection velocities of the buffet phenomenon and of the Kelvin-Helmholtz (K-H) instability were obtained. A large-range investigation of M − α has been analyzed by Koike et al. [19] . A classification of the shock-wave oscillation in three regions was proposed. The first region is before buffet onset and without separation. The second region is the classical buffet phenomenon with a bump in the spectra at a Strouhal number around 0.3. The third region is at high M − α with large shock oscillations and a broadband bump in the spectra at low frequency. The results of the present Paper are entirely in the second region as defined by Koike et al. However, a behavior coherent with the third region is found: the bump in the spectra broadens and the frequency decreases when increasing α. Recently, Giannellis et al. [26] reviewed the developments and achievements in the understanding of the transonic buffet phenomenon. In the conclusions on the 3D buffet, they pointed out the main objective for future research on this topic: "to gain a comprehensive understanding of geometric effects" [26] .
With the increase of computational resources, more and more unsteady numerical simulations of 3D configurations are performed. These simulations give a better overview of the overall threedimensional flowfield, allowing comparison with experimental data and filling the lack of model instrumentation in all the experiments. The timescale of the periodic motion in transonic buffet is much longer in comparison with the small-scale, high-frequency fluctuations of wall-bounded turbulence. Consequently, the unsteady Reynoldsaveraged Navier-Stokes (URANS) equations approach, closed with a turbulence model, is better justified. Nevertheless, more expensive detached eddy simulations (DESs) have been used to compute the transonic buffet phenomenon. In DES, the attached boundary layer and regions where the turbulent length scale is smaller than a value fixed a priori are solved using the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes approach while the other regions are directly resolved. Brunet and Deck [27] , to the author's knowledge, were the first to perform a highfidelity zonal DES (see the work by Deck [28] for more details) of the 3D transonic buffet phenomenon. They showed a good prediction of the time-averaged field compared with experiments. The same highfidelity simulation was repeated by Deck et al. [29] , showing the latest developments and trends for unsteady civil aircraft applications. Lutz et al. [30] also found good agreement between a new kind of zonal DES and experiments in the European Transonic Windtunnel (ETW) over the NASA CRM. Results showed a precise description of the unsteady development of the massively separated wing flow. More recently, Iovnovich and Raveh [31] and Sartor and Timme [32, 33] performed URANS simulations of the transonic buffet. Iovnovich and Raveh studied the phenomenon on 3D wings at different sweep angles and aspect ratios. They were the first to give an interpretation of the path from 2D to 3D buffet. At zero or small sweep angles, the results are similar to the 2D phenomenon. When the sweep is increased, the Strouhal number also increases and reaches typical values of the 3D phenomenon with spanwise-propagating waves appearing on the wing, called buffet cells. This convective phenomenon was then observed in experiments. Dandois [14] computed for this the convection velocity by using a cross-spectrum analysis in the spanwise direction. These buffet cells are typical of the 3D transonic buffet. Sartor and Timme [32] also observed these complex structures in the spanwise direction typical of the 3D buffet. They studied the effects of different parameters such as the Mach number, angle of attack, and turbulence model on URANS simulations. Furthermore, in the work by Sartor and Timme [33] , a comparison between delayed-DES and URANS simulations was presented, and even though delayed DES obviously showed a deeper description of the flow, good agreement of the main features of the flow was found with URANS modeling.
The link between 2D and 3D transonic buffet is a relevant question today, as is the impact of aerodynamic parameters, such as the Mach number, angle of attack, Reynolds number, etc., on different wings. A physical model explaining both kinds of buffet and the transition between them is a challenging objective. The present Paper is a continuation of the Molton et al. [13] and Dandois [14] ones. The first is more oriented toward buffet control, while the second is based on two wind-tunnel tests and oriented toward the analysis of the phenomenon. Here, two additional databases are investigated, and new spectral analyses are performed. The main objective is the definition of characteristic values of dimensionless numbers like the Strouhal number and the analysis of the variability of transonic buffet with the flow conditions or the wing geometry.
The Paper is organized as follows. Section II defines the experimental setup used in each database. Buffet onset for the four wind-tunnel tests is described in Sec. III. Section IV gives information on the evolution of the separated zone with the flow conditions. In Sec. V, a spectral analysis of the Kulites data is performed. In Sec. VI, signal processing tools like cross-spectra and frequency-wave number spectra of the Kulites data are used to compute convection velocities of the buffet phenomenon. Finally, the conclusion presents a synthesis of the results with physical discussions and perspectives.
II. Experimental Setup
In the present Paper, four different campaigns are analyzed and compared. These campaigns were performed in three wind-tunnel tests with four different half wing-body configurations. They correspond to the following projects:
1) An ONERA research project called BUFET'N Co was launched in 2007 in the ONERA S3Ch wind tunnel over a half wing-body configuration based on the OAT15A airfoil (Fig. 2a) .
2) A European project called AVERT was launched in 2007 in the ONERA S2MA wind tunnel over a half wing-body configuration based also on the OAT15A airfoil ( (Fig. 2d) . Figure 2 shows pictures of the four models inside their corresponding wind tunnels, and Fig. 3 shows the locations of the equipment on the suction side of the wing and the orientation of the reference frame with respect to each model. In the following paragraphs, the three wind tunnels and the four models are presented.
4)
S3Ch is a continuous closed-circuit transonic wind tunnel in the ONERA Meudon center. The test section size is 0.76 × 0.82 × 2.2 m. The stagnation pressure is the atmospheric one, and the stagnation (Fig. 3c) . Table 1 summarizes the experimental flow conditions for the four databases.
III. Buffet Onset
The definition of the range in which the buffet phenomenon appears is the first step in the analysis of experimental results. The values of the buffet onset are presented in this section. The buffet offset, defined in two dimensions [8, 15, 16] has not been observed. The four campaigns have not been designed to investigate the buffet offset; furthermore, the tests at high M − α do not reveal the presence of buffet offset.
Different buffet onset criteria are presented. The main difference is between local and global criteria. Global criteria are common methods used in the industry. They are based on the structural response of the wing or on the integral variables. Figures 4a and 4b show the analysis of the lift curve and the rms values of the accelerometer at the wing tip, respectively. Concerning the lift curve, the buffet onset is defined by the intersection between the lift curve and a straight line parallel to the linear part of the lift curve shifted by 0.1 deg. Concerning the analysis of the accelerometer, the buffet onset is defined in the present Paper when the rms value exceeds 1.4 times (defined empirically) the rest value. The two criteria agree well and give a buffet onset value of α ≅ 3 deg.
The local buffet criteria are based on the analysis of the mean pressure value at the trailing edge [34] or the rms of the unsteady pressure transducers [35] . These criteria have to be applied on each section of the wing in order to find in which section buffet appears first. The onset is defined when the static value of the pressure coefficient Cp at the trailing edge diverges more than 0.05 [34] or when the rms value exceeds 2.5 times (defined empirically) the initial plateau. It is possible to define an initial plateau because far before buffet onset the rms of Kulites is constant as clearly shown in Fig. 4c . Figures 4d and 4e do not show clearly the initial plateau because the α range is not large enough. For these cases, the value of the initial plateau is taken at α 2.45 and 2.25 deg, respectively, for which the value is close to the initial plateau (based on the comparison with other tests). The local criteria based on the rms of the Cp identify a buffet onset of α ≅ 3.1 deg for DTP Tremblement and α ≅ 3 deg for both BUFET'N Co and FLIRET.
Finally, Fig. 5 show the buffet onset for FLIRET and AVERT tests at different values of the Mach numbers. In Fig. 5a , the values of buffet onset have been identified by the three criteria presented in previous paragraphs, which are in agreement with each other. Figure 5b from Dandois [14] identifies the buffet onset at α ≅ 3 0.1 deg for the AVERT project at M 0.82. In both tests, the higher the Mach number, the lower the angle of attack for which buffet onset occurs.
IV. Separated Flow Evolution
Oil flow visualizations are available for the BUFET'N Co and AVERT campaigns. Therefore, it is possible to describe the evolution of the separated flow on the suction side of the wing. Figure 6 shows five oil flow visualizations for the BUFET'N Co case at M 0.82. The blue oil is coming from the pressure side, and consequently, the size of the blue area reveals the extension of the separated zone. Figures 6a and 6b at α 2.5 and 2.8 deg show a flow fully attached on the suction side of the wing with the exception of a zone at the wing tip caused by the vortex tip. In Fig. 6b , the shock moves upstream, and skin-friction lines tend to be parallel to the TE in the area of y∕b 55%. The detached zone appears at buffet onset, and it is clearly revealed by Figs. 6c and 6d. In well-established buffet conditions at α 3.5 deg (Fig. 6e) , the separation point moves toward the shock foot, and the separation zone spreads in span in both directions (inboard and outboard). Furthermore, the maximal value of unsteadiness at TE moves in span toward the wing tip. The oil flow visualization of the AVERT test is shown in Fig. 7 . Here, the oil coming from the pressure side is red. The separation appears for α approaching the buffet onset at about y∕b 67.75% (Fig. 7a) . When α increases, the separation point moves, as for BUFFET'N Co, toward the shock foot and in span in both directions. Figure 7b shows the oil flow visualization at α 3.5 deg. The flow is separated between y∕b 42.5% and y∕b 82.5%. Both visualizations show the detachment due to the vortex tip. The separated flow condition at a higher Mach number of 0.86 is similar (figures omitted). At α 0 deg, the flow is fully attached. When approaching buffet onset, a separated zone appears at about y∕b 75%, i.e., more outboard than for M 0.82.
V. Power Spectral Densities
The PSDs of Kulites data are presented in this section. PSDs are computed with the same procedure as in the work by Dandois [14] : Welch's method with Hamming window and 50% overlapping blocks. The number of overlapping blocks and the frequency resolution are given in Table 1 for each campaign. As already stated, the main difference between 2D and 3D buffet is the increase of shock frequency oscillation and the broadening of the buffet frequency range. Consequently, the identification of a precise value of buffet frequency is more complicated in three dimensions than in two dimensions, in which the PSD exhibits clear peaks. Nevertheless, it has been chosen to define the buffet frequency as the center of gravity of these bumps. The PSDs are analyzed on the whole wing, i.e., in the chordwise (iso-x∕c) and spanwise (iso-y∕b) directions, in order to get the spatial variations of the buffet frequency. The PSDs, depending on the frequency sampling, can also show other physical phenomena.
The K-H instability appears in the frequency range 1000-4000 Hz.
The theoretical frequency is around f K-H 0.135 U∕δ ω , where U is [36] for more details). The K-H phenomenon exists in every test, but spectra of AVERT, FLIRET and DTP Tremblement overlook the phenomenon due to a low-pass filter applied to each signal. Nevertheless, it is still possible to observe the K-H instability in the frequency-wave number spectra for the AVERT and FLIRET tests. This is because the frequency-wave number (f − k) spectrum is based on signal coherence, so even if signals are filtered, large coherent zones remain.
A. PSDs for BUFET'N Co Model
BUFET'N Co tests are performed at a Mach number of 0.82, and α ranges from 2.5 to 3.5 deg. Figures 8a and 8b show the PSDs of Kulites data in the chordwise direction at y∕b 60% for the test cases at α 3.2 and 3.5 deg, respectively. The section at y∕b 60% has been chosen because it is the first where a separation at the TE appears and because it is the best equipped with sensors. The KelvinHelmholtz instability clearly appears in both spectra at its typical Strouhal number (1-4) when approaching the TE, because the flow is more separated (Fig. 6) . The intensity of the K-H instability increases approaching the wing tip, except for the final flow reattachment due to the wing tip vortex (Figs. 6c and 6e) . Close to the onset at α 3.2 deg, the bump in the spectra is very large and centered around St MAC 0.34. Here, the variations of the buffet Strouhal number in the span and chord are very weak (it is even difficult to visualize the buffet peak when approaching the TE). At α 3.5 deg, corresponding to well-established transonic buffet conditions, the situation is relatively different. It is easier to identify a bump in the spectra, and the variations in the chordwise and spanwise directions are clearer. In the chordwise direction, the buffet Strouhal number decreases from around St MAC 0.34 at x∕c 60% to St MAC 0.2 at the TE. A spanwise variation of the buffet Strouhal number is observed with an oscillation between the critical section and the wing tip: it decreases up to y∕b 60% (where the K-H instability is the strongest) then increases before a final decrease at the wing tip. The map in Fig. 9 shows the overall variations of the buffet Strouhal number on the wing. MAC 0 ). The figures show that the buffet Strouhal number decreases and bumps tend to become thinner when increasing α at a fixed Mach number. Figure 11 shows also a peak due to a structural mode (St MAC 0.12). Similar behaviors are found in an inner section at y∕b 58% (Fig. 12) . Buffet frequency clearly decreases in the chordwise direction at α 3.6 deg, while at (Fig. 14) . The variations of the buffet Strouhal number in the wing direction (chord and span) and with α are the same as for the other models.
Comparing models with different geometries, it is important to identify the characteristic lengths that best fit the dimensionless numbers. Here, because of the low taper ratio of the model, the buffet Strouhal number based on the local chord length is preferred. In this case, the Strouhal number range of 
VI. Cross-Spectral Analysis
In this section, signal processing tools are presented, like crossspectra and frequency-wave number spectra. They are an efficient way to determine the convection velocities of the 3D buffet phenomenon (and of the K-H instability). U Cc and U Cs are the convection velocity components in the chordwise direction toward the TE and in the spanwise direction toward the wing tip, respectively; β is the angle between the wave propagation and the chordwise direction. U Cc and U Cs can be identified by two different analyses: cross-spectra and frequency-wave number spectra. Then, the resulting convection velocities U C and the directions β are computed. These velocities are defined for a fixed value of frequency, or at least a range, in order to link the velocity to the physical phenomenon appearing at the considered frequencies.
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A. Cross-Spectrum
The cross-spectrum is the Fourier transform of the cross-correlation of two stochastic processes: in the present case, the measured signals from the Kulites. If x 1 t and x 2 t are two continuous signals, the cross-correlation R x 1 x 2 τ is the convolution of the signals:
The Fourier transform F converts the cross-correlation R x 1 x 2 τ from the time to the frequency domain, defining in this way the crossspectrumR x 1 x 2 f:
The cross-spectrumR x 1 x 2 f in polar coordinates can be decomposed into an amplitudeÂ x 1 x 2 f and a phase Φ x 1 x 2 f. The latter is used to compute the convection velocity, while the square of the amplitude divided by the spectra of the two signals gives the coherence γ 2 :R
The coherence allows identifying the range in the frequency domain where there are convective phenomena, and from the phase difference, it is possible to compute their velocities. Normally, there are high values of the coherence at the buffet Strouhal number. Then, there are two ways to estimate the convection velocities. The two methods are based on the same idea and give almost the same results. The first one consists of selecting the frequency for which the coherence is the highest and then looking at linear variations of the phase at this frequency in space. It is very precise in terms of frequency, while it is averaged in space. Convection velocity is obtained using the relation U C 2πfΔx∕Δφ, where f is the selected frequency in hertz, Δx is the length of the line of sensors used in meters, and Δφ is the phase difference in radians. The second method is computed specifically between two sensors. The range of frequencies with high coherence shows a linear variation of phase in the frequency domain. From this slope, it is possible to obtain the convection velocity, U C 2πΔxΔf∕Δφ, where the variables are the same as previously expressed except for Δf, which here is a range and not a single value. This case is more precise in space because just two sensors are analyzed but averaged in the range of frequencies at which the coherence is maximal. This is the reason why it is important to consider only the frequency range of the interesting phenomenon. Figure 15 shows an example of the analysis of a cross-spectrum for two sensors of the BUFET'N Co test at α 3.5 deg and M 0.82. It is possible to see that the coherence is high only in the buffet Strouhal number range, in which a linear slope is found in the phase plot. Finally, by combining the two velocities component in spanwise and chordwise directions, it is possible to compute the norm and direction of the resulting velocity vector. The chordwise and spanwise velocities are not combined in the classical vectorial way but by following the work of Larchevêque [37] , U C U Cc cos β
with Λ x∕c the angle between the line of sensors at constant x∕c and the y axis. Figure 16 shows a sketch with the variables defined here.
B. Frequency-Wave Number Spectra
The analysis of the frequency-wave number spectra is another way to compute the convection velocities. Theoretically, it is based on the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the spatiotemporal crosscorrelation R x 1 x 2 Δ; τ: Fig . 15 Cross-spectrum coherence and phase at x∕c 80% on the suction side of the wing between two sensors at y∕b 75% and 95% for α 3.5 deg and M 0.82 for BUFET'N Co test. The black dotted line is the slope considered in the buffet Strouhal number range 0.16-0.32 (defined thanks to buffet frequency map in Fig. 9 ) in order to compute the convection velocity.
Since in space the definition of a transform is not possible because the sensors are not equidistant, an estimator ψf; k is defined. It is based on the cross-spectral matrix Ψf of the sensors (see [37] for more details),
where H is the Hermitian transpose, k is the wave number, and ηk and Ψf are defined by (
The obtained estimator is a function of frequency and wave number. Convective phenomena are identified by regions of constant ratio ω∕k, where ω is the pulsation and k is the wave number. The slope of these lines in the f-k plane corresponds to the convection velocity. Phase velocities (U p 2πf∕k) are found with the crossspectra, while in the f-k spectra, it is possible to find both phase and group velocities. The group velocity is the propagation of the real information of the waves, the envelope of a signal. It is defined as the variation of the angular frequency δf with the wave number, U g 2πδf∕δk. The values of phase and group velocities found for 3D buffet are similar. A phenomenon with similar values of phase and group velocities is considered having low dispersion.
The results of f-k spectra are presented in the following paragraph. In all figures, the Strouhal number based on MAC is on the horizontal axis, and the dimensionless wave number is on the vertical axis (it has been divided by the chord or the span depending on the direction of the line of sensors analyzed). Figure 17 shows the results for one selected case of the BUFET'N Co test, and it is in complete agreement with the work of Dandois [14] . It is possible to identify the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in the Strouhal number range 1-4 as well as the buffet phenomenon in the Strouhal number range 0.15-0.4. The magnitude of the velocity comes from the slope in the f-k spectrum U C 2πΔf∕Δk. Both f-k spectra in the chordwise and in spanwise directions are shown, and the resulting velocity is obtained thanks to Eq. (5). In this case, the Kelvin-Helmholtz wave propagates mostly in the chordwise direction (indeed, it does not appear in the spanwise direction). The resulting velocity is typical of this instability, 180 m ⋅ s −1 or 0.65U ∞ (see [14, 38, 39] ). Concerning the buffet phenomenon, Fig. 17a gives a velocity of 90 m ⋅ s −1 , and Fig. 17b gives a velocity of 70 m ⋅ s −1 . The resulting buffet velocity has a norm of 66 m ⋅ s −1 (0.24U ∞ ) with β 43 deg. The f-k spectra of BUFET'N Co show no convection velocities before buffet onset and the same results as in Fig. 17 at α 3.3 and 3 .4 deg. The range of M-α tested is smaller than for the other campaigns, and it is not possible to look at the evolution of these velocities with M-α. This is not the case for the FLIRET and AVERT tests in which the M-α range is larger.
The f-k spectra of FLIRET differ a bit from BUFET'N Co since buffet convection velocity is more oriented toward the chordwise direction and K-H instability is convected not only in the chordwise but also in the spanwise direction. In the reference test at M 0.85 and α 3.37 deg (Fig. 18) , both the buffet and K-H instability velocities appear at y∕b 79% and in the chord at x∕c 85%. Combining the velocities in the chord and span, the results are dimensionless convection velocities of 0.24U ∞ with β 2 deg for the buffet and 0.63U ∞ with β 52 deg for the K-H instability (the wind tunnel is cryogenic, so the velocities are lower, and just the dimensionless velocities are given here). Figure 19 shows other two f-k spectra at α 4.84 deg and M 0.87 for the same position. Combining the velocities in the chord and span, the results are a dimensionless convection velocity for buffet of 0.2U ∞ with β 19 deg and for a K-H instability of 0.61U ∞ with β 4 deg. The effects of higher M-α are a K-H velocity more oriented toward the chordwise direction, while buffet convection velocity is more oriented in the spanwise direction toward the wing tip, and its norm is also slightly smaller than the typical value of 0.24U ∞ .
The f-k spectra analysis for the AVERT test adds some interesting phenomena in comparison with the other databases and with the previous work of Dandois [14] . Above all, it is interesting to look at the precise evolution of the convection velocity for different angles of attack. The analysis is performed at a line position in the chord and span with the highest density of sensors Kulites and at a Mach number for which data are clearer and uniformly distributed in α. Figure 20 shows the f-k spectra in the chord and span (at x∕c and y∕b both 75%) for all the tests at a Mach number of 0.86. They represent the α evolution of the test: 0, 1.99, and 3.47 deg. For this value of the Mach number, the buffet onset is at α 1 deg (see Fig. 5b ). In the following, only the final value and direction of the convection velocities by Eq. (5) are given. The analysis starts at α 0 deg (Figs. 20a and 20b) , where it is possible to see two upstream convection velocities in both the chord and span. The first one is in the low Strouhal number range 0-0.3. It is a convection velocity at about 20 m ⋅ s −1 (0.07U ∞ ) with β 194 deg, it corresponds to the propagation of a low-frequency acoustic wave, and indeed it is exactly equal to U x;wing − a, where U x;wing is the chordwise velocity downstream of the shock and a is the speed of sound. The second velocity acts on a larger range of the Strouhal number 0.3-2.3, and it has a magnitude of about 180 m ⋅ s −1 (0.64U ∞ ) with β 250 deg. It is also an acoustic wave; indeed, the same magnitude is found performing U s;wing − a, where U s;wing is the velocity in the spanwise direction on the wing and a is the speed of sound. The two upstream acoustic waves are generated at the TE and the wing tip, respectively. Increasing α to 2 deg (Figs. 20c and 20d (Figs. 20e and 20f) , only the two downstream velocities clearly appear in the spectra. It is still possible to discern an upstream high-frequency acoustic velocity in the chordwise direction (Fig. 20f) All models exhibit buffet convection velocities in both the chordwise and spanwise directions. The convection in the span is characteristic of the 3D transonic buffet, and it is probably the main cause of the buffet cells convection toward the wing tip as identified by Iovnovich and Raveh [31] . 
VII. Results Synthesis
Power spectral densities, cross-spectra, and frequency-wave number spectra of the unsteady pressure transducers as well as static pressure and accelerometers have been analyzed. The main results of the analysis of the four databases are summarized in Table 2 , and they are essentially consistent with each other.
A. Strouhal Numbers and Convection Velocities Summary
It has been shown that 3D buffet appears with high-frequency values in comparison to two dimensions, especially for the wellestablished or deep buffet regime, while at the onset, peaks of PSDs are not so clear. Low-frequency peaks are found in some cases as in AVERT at α 3 deg and M 0.82 (Fig. 22a) . Figure 22b shows the resulting phase from cross-spectra at five selected frequencies (the only ones with high coherence): the buffet phenomenon is more 2D than 3D, and indeed there is nearly no phase difference in the span, and no convection velocity is found. The convection in the spanwise direction is probably the key of the difference between 2D and 3D buffet. There is a switch from 2D to 3D buffet only with the presence of this convection in span. The buffet Strouhal number strongly varies on the wing in the wellestablished regime while remaining more constant at onset and in deep buffet. The way it varies on the different models is almost the same: the Strouhal number decreases in the chordwise direction toward the TE and in the spanwise direction toward the wing tip. The Strouhal number values are consistent between the different models. The best way to compare the models is probably to use the local Strouhal number because of the different taper ratios (0.83 for BUFET'N Co, 0.5 for AVERT, 0.3 for DTP Tremblement, and 0.21 for FLIRET). Good agreement is also found when considering MAC 0 as a reference length, for which the Strouhal numbers are in the same range of 0.2-0.3. The decrease of the Strouhal number with α is also a common effect (Fig. 10c, Fig. 12 , Sartor and Timme [32] , and Sugioka et al. [17] ), while the tendency with the Mach number is less clear and needs further study. Furthermore, a convective behavior is found at the buffet Strouhal number on the wing for all models. [31] . This phenomenon has been presented in the Introduction, and it will be better analyzed in the next paragraph.
B. Buffet Cell Wavelengths Summary
The discovery of a convective phenomenon of so-called buffet cells in the spanwise direction on a wing during buffet is very recent. As already mentioned in the Introduction, Iovnovich and Raveh [31] were the first to observe this convection numerically in 2015 and introduce the name buffet cells. Dandois [14] computed the convection velocity on the AVERT model by using a cross-spectrum analysis. From the values of the phase difference, it is possible to define the wavelength of the cells λ. For the AVERT project, two different values of λ∕MAC are found: 1.6 for α 3.5 deg and 1.3 for α 4.25 deg. Figure 23 shows the phase differences in the spanwise direction at the buffet Strouhal number for the flow conditions: M 0.82 and α 3.5 deg for BUFET'N Co and M 0.85 and α 3.6 deg for FLIRET. This information may then be translated into wavelengths characterizing the buffet cells λ U C ∕f 2πΔx∕Δφ. Table 3 shows all the values of wavelengths computed and a comparison with [31] . Wavelengths are presented here as dimensionless numbers. It is possible to state that the wavelength decreases with the angle of attack but its value depends on the wing geometry. Finally, even if the geometrical dependency is very high, it is still possible to define a range of λ∕MAC between 0.6 and 1.3 for these supercritical wings. To conclude this overview, Fig. 24 shows a sketch of the buffet cells convection for the FLIRET model. The values of wavelength and Strouhal number are presented with MAC 0 as a reference length together with the buffet convection velocity.
VIII. Conclusions
The present Paper compares the buffet phenomenon characteristics (Strouhal number and convection velocity) on four different databases. The models are different in terms of the chord length, taper ratio, twist, and geometry, but they are all based on supercritical airfoils. Two main results have been obtained. The first one is the characterization of all the convection velocities of the phenomena propagating on the suction side of four different wings. This study shows that buffet is a strongly convective phenomenon in three dimensions, and the values found are consistent for the different models. A characteristic convection velocity range of 0.245 0.015U ∞ is found for a sweep angle of 30 deg. It has been shown that these velocities are the main cause of the buffet cells convecting in the spanwise direction. The second main result is the definition of a frequency range of the buffet phenomenon. A range of Strouhal numbers based on the local chord of 0.2-0.3 is found. It is important to underline the difference with [14] (of which this article is the continuation). Here, the analysis is more oriented toward the variability of the phenomenon in the different databases and its sensibility with respect to the different configurations.
Finally, a comparison between 2D and 3D transonic buffet is assessed. The increase of the frequency [31] , the change of shock amplitude oscillation, and the creation of buffet cells are not still completely understood, but the convection of buffet cells in the spanwise direction of the wing is the main difference between the two types of buffet. It is crucial in three dimensions to look for the existence or lack of existence of an unstable global mode as found by Crouch et al. [6] in two dimensions. Indeed, the spanwise convective nature of the 3D transonic buffet does not rule out the possibility of explaining it with a global mode as in two dimensions; the broadband nature of the spectra stems from unmodeled noise [40] . The second hypothesis is a convective instability in which the convection velocities wipe out the presence of an unstable global mode and establish a noise-amplifier behavior. A challenging 3D global stability analysis could state which hypothesis is closer to 3D transonic buffet. The only 3D global analysis performed until now by Timme and Thormann [10] does not really answer the question. Indeed, the analysis has been performed only at low value of α, and just the emergence of some destabilizing global modes approaching the imaginary axis is found. Repeating the 3D global stability analysis with this point of view is a future main goal. 
